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The Ultimate Tech Survivalist Guide  
Your swiss army knife for surviving in the modern working world 



With a complete range of proven remote work 
solutions from Dell Technologies, you can minimise 

Explore the Latitude Range  

Complete the remote working set up

Explore the Precision Range  Explore the OptiPlex Range  

Entry
 Lev

el

Mid Range

High End

Dell 27” Monitor: P2722H

Buy Now

Dell Dock: WD19S 130W

Buy NowBuy Now

Dell Wireless Keyboard 
and Mouse Latitude 5440

Buy Now

light notebooks were made for. Two meetings, three 
presentations and a workshop in six conference 
rooms? Not a problem. Corridor warriors can move 
smoothly from desk to meeting room. Plus, a single 
adapter lets them connect to the room’s presentation 
display or projector in seconds. From the moment 
they walk in they’re ready to put on a show. Back at 
their desks, a single cable lets corridor warriors dock 
quickly and easily. Shifting from meeting mode to 
productivity mode is simple. Within minutes they’re 
working on multiple apps, browsing, downloading, 
and blasting through their next presentation.

71%  of the workforce says 
grab and go technology 
increases collaboration.  

Run to meeting. Collaborate. 
Present. Rock it. 
Repeat.

The 

Corridor  
Warrior

Latitude 3440

Buy Now

Dell Portable Monitor: 
P1424H

Buy NowBuy Now

Dell USB-C Adapter Dell Pro Wireless Headset

Buy Now

Complete the corridor warrior set up

https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/desktops-and-all-in-ones/briefs-summaries/optiplex-family-brochure.pdf
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-za/products/laptops-and-2-in-1s/briefs-summaries/latitude_family_brochure.pdf
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-ie/products/workstations/briefs-summaries/Dell_Precision_Workstation_Family_Brochure.pdf
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Monitors/All-Monitors/Monitors/27-Monitor---P2722H---68-6cm-%2827%29/p/10342537
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Clearance/Wireless-Keyboard-And-Mouse-KM7120W/p/10308348?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=10308348
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Power-%26-Docking-Solutions/Computing-Docks-%26-Port-Reps/Dock-WD19S-130W/p/10331706
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Laptops/Notebook-Computers/Lati-5440-i5-8GB-256GB-W11-Pro-1Y-Basic/p/10387872
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Laptops/Notebook-Computers/Lati-3440-i5-8GB-256GB-W11-Pro-1Y-Basic/p/10387869
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Power-%26-Docking-Solutions/Computing-Docks-%26-Port-Reps/DA310-USB-C-Mobile-Adapter/p/10332380
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Monitors/All-Monitors/Monitors/14%22IPS-Portable-USB-C-%26-DP-monitor/p/10391285
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Headsets-%26-Gaming-Headsets/Headset/Headsets/Headset/Headsets/Headset/Headsets-%26-Gaming-Headsets/Headset/Headphones-%26-Headsets/Headset/Pro-Wireless-Headset-WL5022/p/10345431


OptiPlex 3080

that’s what Dell offer. Users can get big power and 
capabilities in a PC so small they’ll hardly notice it. 
With adjustable mounting positions it can be tucked 
away, leaving plenty of room for a big monitor (or 

wasting wires by connecting their micro desktop to a 
stunning, ultrawide monitor and a wireless keyboard 

mounting options and the transformation of their 

61% of 
organisations see 
productivity go up 

when users are 
given micro PCs.

Most desktop 
users spend over  

4 hours per 
day on their 

desktop. 

Desk uncluttered = 
Potential unleashed.

Choose wisely. 
Choose Dell 

OptiPlex 7010

Buy Now

Dell 22” Monitor: P2722H

Buy NowBuy Now

Dell Wireless Keyboard 
and Mouse

Dell OptiPlex Micro 
AIO Stand

Buy Now

Complete the office warrior set up

Latitude 7440

Buy Now

Dell Wireless Keyboard 
and Mouse

Buy NowBuy Now

Dell EcoLoop Urban Backpack

Lightweight Dell PCs with mobile broadband 
connection turn the whole world into one highly 
productive workplace. Super reliable wireless keeps 

trip over power cords working at the gate thanks to 
batteries that last over 15 hours. Even cab rides can 
be productive with active pen technology that lets 
users jot down ideas and notes. Trains, coffee shops, 
hotel lobbies, wherever the adventurer goes, they can 
rocket between apps, emails and browsing, attaining 
a whole new level of productivity.

The 

Adventurer

 
 

100%  connected at  
all times.

39% of mobile workers 
juggle multiple devices.

Give users productivity to  
go. And go. And go.

Complete the adventurer set up

https://store.exertis.co.uk/Laptops/Notebook-Computers/Lati-7440-i7-16GB-512GB-W11-Pro-3Y-Basic/p/10387875
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Laptop-Bags/Notebook-Cases/Laptop-Accessories/Notebook-Cases/Ecoloop-Urban-Backpack-CP4523G/p/10367954
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Clearance/Prem-Multi-Dev-Wireless-K%26M-KM7321W-UK/p/10334419
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Desktop-PCs/Desktop-PC/Opti-MFF-i5-8GB-256GB-W11-Pro-1Y-Basic/p/10389745
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Clearance/Wireless-Keyboard-And-Mouse-KM7120W/p/10308348?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=10308348
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Monitors/All-Monitors/Monitors/22-Monitor---P2222H---54-6cm-%2821-5%29/p/10342530?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=p222
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Phone-Accessories/Desk-Mounts/MFF-AIO---MFS22NO-backward-compatible/p/10373140?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=mfs22


Creatives are often idealists: equal parts passion 
and intensity. Their workstations need to handle a 

terabyte retouching. Their monitors have to be big, 

art they create. The truth is, creatives don’t just want 
their workstation to keep up. They want it to lead. To 
make them be better; with massive power, massive 
smart memory, and breakthrough innovations that let 
them save their work in a fraction of the time, so they 
can get back to the pursuit of perfection.

The 

Creator

77% of millennial 
workers are ready to 
embrace AR/VR. Are 
you?

The most popular 
creative tool is 

power.

Dell Precision - 3580

Buy Now Buy NowBuy Now

UltraSharp 27” Monitor Dell OptiPlex Micro 
AIO Stand

Buy Now

Complete the creator set up

Dell Wireless Keyboard 
and Mouse

There are more geniuses in engineering 

projects are the norm and engineers need 
a workstation that can perform at their 

intensive tasks like rendering, simulation, and 
analyses. Processing and memory speed 
must be the fastest in the market. Period. 

The 

Engineer

66% of the best workers 
say technology influences job 
choice. Help recruit them.

Brilliant brains demand 
equally brilliant computers

Give engineers the bragging 
rights they deserve.

Precision 7780

Buy Now

Dell Performance Dock 

Buy NowBuy Now

UltraSharp 27” 4K

 
 

Complete the engineer set up

https://store.exertis.co.uk/Laptops/Mobile-Workstations/Preci-3580-i7-16GB-512GB-W11-Pro-3YBasic/p/10385998
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Monitors/All-Monitors/Monitors/UltraSharp-27-Monitor/p/10337595?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=u27
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Clearance/Wireless-Keyboard-And-Mouse-KM7120W/p/10308348?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=10308348
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Power-%26-Docking-Solutions/Computing-Docks-%26-Port-Reps/Thunderbolt-Dock-WD22TB4-180W/p/10373139?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=DELL-WD22TB4
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Laptops/Mobile-Workstations/Preci-7780-i9-32GB-1TB-W11-Pro-3Y-PS/p/10386601
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Monitors/All-Monitors/Monitors/UltraSharp-27-4K-USB-C-Hub-U2723QE/p/10360421?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=u27
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Power-%26-Docking-Solutions/Computing-Docks-%26-Port-Reps/Performance-Dock-WD19DCS-240W/p/10331705


Sciences IT solutions worldwide, Dell EMC helps 
organisations advance in the digital era, transforming 
the way they work so they can transform the lives 
of the people they serve. Today, Dell EMC is helping 
healthcare and life science organisations simplify 
their administration; coordinate and manage patient 
care; manage and secure patient data; transition from 
episodic care to coordinated, advance personalised 
care with a focus on prevention and wellness; and 
ultimately improve population health and individual 
patient outcomes. Dell EMC transforms health IT by 
helping organisations embrace the digital future. 

The 

Medic

Life enriching, life changing,
 

lifesaving. Dell create technologies 
that drive human progress.

More than 8,000 hospitals  
worldwide leverage Dell EMC  
solutions.

In Life Sciences 7 of 10  
pharmaceutical companies 
deploy Dell EMC.

Precision 5680

Buy Now

Dell Performance Dock 

Buy NowBuy Now

UltraSharp 27” USB-C

 
 

Complete the medic set up

https://store.exertis.co.uk/Workstations/Desktop-PCs/Workstations/Preci-5680-i7-32GB-1TB-W11-Pro-3Y-PS/p/10390931
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Monitors/All-Monitors/Monitors/UltraSharp-27-USB-C-Hub-Monitor/p/10337596?searchType=predictive&searchTerm=u2722d
https://store.exertis.co.uk/Power-%26-Docking-Solutions/Computing-Docks-%26-Port-Reps/Performance-Dock-WD19DCS-240W/p/10331705
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